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You'd think being abducted by aliens would be the worst thing that could happen to me. And you'd

be wrong. Because now, the aliens are having ship trouble, and they've left their cargo of human

women - including me - on an ice planet.And the only native inhabitant I've met? He's big, horned,

blue, and really, really has a thing for me...
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So very entertaining! A crazy awful alien abduction, crash landing on a planet somewhere in space,

being left to die (maybe) and it is snowing. With the goal of rescuing her female abductees, Georgie

leaves the smashed spacecraft hoping to find food/water/shelter -- any kind of friendly help -- then

bumps into big, blue and male Vektal. Humorous dialogue, aggravating male dominance, language

barriers and a creatively odd environment push this really different book to a five-star rating for me.

Call me surprised since I bought the book for $.99 and the hilarious title. This is not Star Wars (but

there are lots of references to it). Two cautions: this is not all light and love (1) a terrible rape scene

early on adds weight, (2) explicit sex scenes (do not overwhelm the book at all).



Georgie's story has to be one of my favorites when it comes to sexy scenes, except for the fact that

he eats her out a little too quickly for my taste. I mean, it's almost on the border of being "forward".

She wakes to him eating her out. I don't know, that part was weird for me, but the rest of the book

goes over well enough.I just think Georgie was a little too ok with sleeping with a blue alien. But we

all react different to crash landing on an alien planet, so that's a perk to this series. You get a variety

of characters for different readers to relate to.And she does show some reluctant-ness to making a

life with him, but it wasn't strong enough for me. I was wanting her to be just a tad more strong when

she found herself being tied to a blue horned alien.

4 starsThis was a very good story. I liked both Georgie and Vektal very much and enjoyed their

story. This is the first story I've read by this author but I liked it well enough that I'll probably try more

of her work in the future.Georgie is a human woman from Orlando that works as a bank teller. She's

home and sleeping one night when she has a bad dream that turn into an alien abduction which

ends up being real. She finds herself on an alien ship with other human women that were abducted

as well. They're treated horribly and apparently are being taken to be sold...as food or slaves,

they're not sure which.Vektal is a blueish alien that's around 7 foot tall and has ridges in many

places. He's the chief of his small tribe but they are short on women and have many unmated men.

Vektal's people have a symbios that lives in them called the Kuni. This creature allows them to

survive the cold of the planet they live on. It also resonates (which appears to be purring) when the

host is near their destined mate.Georgie and around a dozen women are being held in a spaceship

by aliens when the aliens run into trouble that causes them to have to dump the cargo hold of their

ship. This is the part of the ship the women are being held in and they end up stranded on a strange

planet. The planet is all ice and snow (think of the planet Hoth from the Star Wars movie, The

Empire Strikes back) and the part of the ship they crashed in is torn open, causing the women to be

exposed to the elements. Georgie ends up voted into a position of leadership and (dressed in the

one set of warm clothing they have) forges out into the cold to try to find help. She doesn't have

much luck until she finds herself caught by a trap and hanging upside down. Georgie is happy

because a trap means intelligent life is around but she's also worried that she could be seen as

food.Vektal is out hunting and is surprised when he checks his traps and finds a creature he's never

seen before. He's even more surprised when he starts resonating for her, indicating that she's

supposed to be his mate. Georgie fainted while in the trap and is still asleep when Vektal starts his

greeting (orally...with tongue...between her legs) so she's rather surprised at what she wakes up to.



She refuses to go further with Vektal and he's kind of confused about that but he is willing to do

whatever he has to do make her happy. They don't speak the same language so there's some

difficulties with understanding each other but they make due. Georgie finds herself liking Vektal

more and more as they spend time together and she even manages to get him to go back to where

the ship is crashed to save the other women. There's some angst as the women try to figure out

what to do next but things work out and in the end, Georgie and Vektal are starting a HEA

together.This was a very enjoyable story. I liked Georgie and thought that considering her

circumstances, she handled things very well and stayed very level headed. Vektal was so sweet!

He's so big and tough but he's like a big teddy bear that deep down, just wants to cuddle and love

his woman and treat her like a princess. I think with someone like him around, being stuck on an ice

planet wouldn't be so bad. The story was pretty good and had a nice balance of actual plot and

romance. Overall, this was a very enjoyable story and I'd recommend it. :)

I thought this book was very inventive. It starts fast with Georgie getting abducted in an alien ship

and there are other girls there already. Through unknown circumstances, they are crashed onto an

ice planet. Georgie is in the best shape so she is elected to search for help. She ends up meeting a

different alien and the journey begins to rescue the others before the bad aliens come back for

them. There is heat between H & h with swearing and detailed sex scenes. The one complaint

(other than all the "f" words) is that for Him being an alien and not even knowing spaceships exist,

he says he wants to "f" her. I mean come on! He talks of mates and mating and taking. That word

shouldn't even be in his vocabulary. Other than that, it's an intriguing story and I would read more of

these books.
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